Double-Feed Skip (DFS)

**<Function>**
When scanning stops due to documents that include things like envelopes or that have sticky notes attached, simply press the Skip key to cancel the error and resume scanning.
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**<ICP Setting Procedures>**

1. Click “Scan” at the left side. The “New Document – Scan” dialog box is displayed.
2. Click “Scan Setting”.
3. Select “ADF Simplex” under the Paper Source scroll box.
4. Select the “Feed” tab.
5. Check the “Enable” box under “Detect Double Feed”.
6. Click “OK”.
7. Click the “Start” button to begin scanning.
8. “Continue Scanning” dialog appears and click “Continue”.

<Notes>
- Depending on the scanner used, the DFS function may be supported.
  If a double feed occurs when “Action” “Pause” is set, the double feed skip window and preview window
will appear. This function allows you to choose whether to continue scanning or to stop scanning.

If the document includes attached receipts or photographs and is not actually a double feed, choose to continue. If a double feed has actually occurred, choose to stop.

“Continue”
Scanning continues. The scanner will acquire an image of the doubly fed document.

“Stop”
The doubly fed document is ejected, and then scanning stops.
The scanner will not acquire an image of the doubly fed document.

- On scanners that have a physical “DFS” key, this function cannot be used at the same time as “Enhanced” mode of “Detect Stapled Document”. On other scanners, this function cannot be used at the same time as “Detect Stapled Document”.